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L2 certainly ‘played the part’ at the Museum of
London on Tuesday! In their Victorian period costumes
they ‘cut out the candles’, scrubbed and ‘rung’ their
clothes, cleaned shoes on the streets, and visited
Victorian shops, hairdressers and even a Victorian pub!
Well done L2 for being such brilliant actors!

KS4 and P16 have been looking at Contemporary Artists and techniques for their GCSE’s, Entry levels and The
Arts Award. Its hard to tell who are the professionals don’t you think?!

Bridget Riley

Lauren KS4

Khalid KS4

Jackson Pollock

Chini P16

Jacob P16

Tumi P16

Ian Davenport
Marc P16

Important Information
School Nursing
Responsibility for School Nursing has recently transferred from the Health Service to Local
Authorities. Barnet shares a Public Health team with Harrow Council and the team has now
commissioned a review of the school nursing services to look at:
• how this service is working at the moment,
• what is working really well and
• whether there are ways that it can be improved
Barnet Council encourages parents to complete an online parents survey as part of this
review. The link for the parents survey is https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/SBJ9QP7. The
survey is open until 7th February, 2014.
If you have any queries regarding this, please contact Susannah Jordan, Children's Public
Health project Manager, Harrow council susannah.jordan@harrow.gov.uk

Please help us collect vouchers from Sainsbury’s towards equipment for our school. The
collection box will be positioned in the school office. Thank you.

Autism Friendly screening of Turbo
Tickets are £2 for adults and children
11:00 am on Sunday 2nd February, 2014

Have you received the Newsletter by
email? Help us save paper with an email
address!

The ‘Local History’ 6th form option group took a stroll on Friday afternoon along the famous
‘Bishop’s Avenue’. We have been studying its history from being Bishop’s Wood, when it was
owned by the Bishop of London, until the present day. It is now nicknamed Millionaires’ Row or
Billionaires’ Row! We all agreed on the house we would like to live in the most!

In maths this fortnight
L4 have been working
on symmetry. They
looked at different
symmetrical shapes,
lines of symmetry and
used grids and cubes to
make
symmetrical patterns.
The group were
brilliant at showing
their skills. Next week
they will be researching
different world flags.
Well done L4!

